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ABSTRACT
Based on the fundamental of traditional Sub-aperture coherence (SAC) algorithm, Radial Sub- 
aperture coherence (RSAC) and Symmetrical Radial Sub-aperture coherence (SRSAC) have been 
designed to achieve non-mechanical beam steering with ultra-high precision and stability by 
utilising two-dimensional Liquid Crystal Optical Phased Array (LCOPA). Both of them inherit the 
original advantages, that is, to eliminate the local pointing accuracy defects and greatly improve 
the angular resolution of the beam steering system. Meanwhile, the steering angle error caused by 
the aperture variation and the alignment error can be also effectively restricted by SRSAC. In this 
paper, the essential mathematical framework of SRSAC and its affiliated local error elimination 
method was established to supplement the theoretical support of these phase generation algo-
rithms. By dissecting the generation mechanism of each pointing error branch, the theoretical 
formulae with great universality are finally proposed, which provide visualised and necessary 
references for the specific application in other beam control situations.
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1. Introduction

As a typical non-mechanical beam steering technique, 
LCOPA [1–5] has broad application prospects in lidar 
[6,7] and free-space optical communication [8–11] 
because of the advantages of agile scan, low Size 
Weight and Power (SWaP) consumption [12]. The 
parameters such as pointing accuracy, angular resolu-
tion, dynamic response speed and mechanical vibra-
tion tolerance often determine the application 
performance [13,14] of this type of active photoelectric 
system. The traditional phase generation algorithm, 
variable period grating (VPG) [15], is faced with the 

problems of local pointing accuracy defect and insuffi-
cient angular resolution. SAC algorithm, which was 
published on Opt. Commun. [16] in 2015, has solved 
these problems to some extent but the accuracy was 
strictly limited by the beam aperture deviation and the 
alignment error. In 2019, two new algorithms called 
radial sub-aperture coherence (RSAC) and symmetri-
cal radial sub-aperture coherence (SRSAC) were pro-
posed to solve the original problems, which could 
deflect the beam of the arbitrary aperture with ultra- 
high precision and effectively improve the stability of 
the scanning angle sequences in the presence of 
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alignment errors [17]. On this basis, an optimisation 
method of SRSAC algorithm, local precision defect 
elimination method, was proposed to drastically cut 
off the pointing error residual regions in the effective 
steering range [18]. Thus, SRSAC can greatly improve 
the pointing accuracy and angular resolution under 
the condition of varying aperture and alignment 
error, which makes the ultra-high precision beam 
steering technology based on LCOPA have more 
remarkable universality and practicability in specific 
applications.

The core principle of SRSAC algorithm is based on 
VPG with lower pointing accuracy [19,20]. The modu-
lator panel is divided into two sub-domains, respec-
tively, loading two saw-tooth phases with slight 
differences, as shown in Figure 1. The symmetric double 
sector sub-domains enable the method to effectively 
deal with the complex situation of beam aperture varia-
tion and alignment error.

For a desired two-dimensional steering angle 
θ = (θx,θy), the magnitudes of corresponding tilt angles 
of the two sub-domains are, respectively, shown in 
Equation (1). 
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where θstep is a constant representing the interpolation 
segment length. β represents the azimuth of the sym-
metry axis of two fan-shaped sub-domains, which is also 
the azimuth of steering angle θ. Meanwhile, the fine 
tuning of sub-domain sector angles αI and αII can be 
realised by referring to the pre-existing nonlinear 

relationship between the area occupation rate αII/π 
and the normalised steering angle θnorm [17]. The nor-
malised steering angle is defined as shown in 
Equation (2). 
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In this way, the equidistant and high-density steering 
angle output can be achieved in the whole dynamic 
range and the angular resolution can be greatly 
improved. However, the analysis of the pointing accu-
racy improvement based on the above conception was 
mainly at the qualitative level. In this paper, all kinds of 
error components caused by hardware imperfections 
are analysed and simulated seriatim. Furthermore, the 
performance of SRSAC in improving pointing accuracy 
can be summarised explicitly and quantitatively.

2. Theoretical analysis and simulation 
verification

2.1. Pointing accuracy of VPG

Since the phase distribution in each sub-domain of 
SRSAC is still loaded according to VPG, it is necessary 
to quantify the accuracy of this basic algorithm. From 
[18], the limited number of pixels in the modulator and 
the quantised output phase grey scale will lead to 
a serious decrease of pointing accuracy at some local 
steering ranges. According to this theory, the maximum 
steering error can be simply expressed as Equation 3. 

max θerrorj jð Þ ¼
λ

2NG � R
(3) 

where NG represents the preset phase greyscale number 
in the modulator, λ and R respectively represent the 
wavelength and half-diameter of the incident plane 
wave. These maximum error points are defined as 
main error peaks and appear around some special steer-
ing angles which are integer multiple of a characteristic 
angle θp = λ/NG d, where d is pixel pitch of the mod-
ulator [18].

While paying attention to the maximum error of 
VPG, its overall error variance also has reference sig-
nificance, which is extremely difficult to estimate accu-
rately by rigorous theoretical calculation. In [21], the 
RMS of pointing error is approximated as the ratio of 
a fixed steering angle range to the number of steering 
angles that can be achieved within it. On the premise 
that the phase origin is located in the centre of the panel, 
the corresponding formula can be rewritten into the 
form of Equation (4). 

Figure 1. (Colour online) Phase diagram of SRSAC algorithm.
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σVPG � 8
λ

NG
�

d
R2 (4) 

Equation (4) represents ‘average scanning angle inter-
val’, which is a sententious and pellucid concept of 
scanning accuracy and can also be used for the approx-
imation of absolute pointing accuracy. However, in 
order to pursue the ultra-high accuracy of the pointing 
error prediction, Equation (4) needs to be further mod-
ified into a somewhat complex form. After the directly 
proportional relationship between σVPG and optical 
delay step λ/NG was verified in simulation, the main 
correction targets are determined as two parameters of 
the additional constant of pixel pitch d and the exponent 
of spot size R, which can be expressed as Equation (5). 

σVPG ¼ a �
λ

NG
� ðd þ d0Þ � Rδ (5) 

Multi-parameter fitting results show that d0 = 19.5 μm, 
δ = −1.6 and additional coefficient a = 0.11 μm−0.4. The 
fitting effect is shown in Figure 2, which proves the 
rationality of the form of the target regression function.

2.2. Weight allocation error and endpoint 
introduced error of SRSAC

The phase generation scheme of SRSAC is to load the 
VPG phase with different tilt angles in multiple regions, 
which mathematically corresponds to the processes of 
interpolation endpoint construction and weight alloca-
tion. According to Equation (6), the overall error can be 
seen as consisting of weight allocation error and 

endpoint introduced error, which is caused by the 
deviation of θnorm andθI, II, respectively. 
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Obviously, the weight allocation error σw and endpoint 
introduced error σe can be discussed completely sepa-
rately since there is no correlation between them.

Firstly, on the premise that the position deviation of 
two endpoints is ignored, the form of weight allocation 
error can be directly obtained from Equation (6), as 
shown in Equation (7). 

σw ¼ θstep � σθnorm (7) 

In the framework of SRSAC, the relationship 
betweenθnorm and area occupation rate ηI,II = αI,II/π is 
constant in arbitrary interpolating segments. However, 
for different steering angle regions, the scanning 
sequences after linearisation correction may slightly 
deviate from their theoretical correspondence. Since 
the corresponding relation between θnorm and ηI,II is 
insensitive to hardware parameters, the standard devia-
tion of θnorm is approximately constant, that is, the 
weight allocation error has a linear relationship with 
θstep. After a large number of random scanning segments 
were selected for simulation test as shown in Figure 3, 
the value of σθnorm was verified to be 1.2%.

On the other hand, the calculation of endpoint error 
needs to be carried out without considering weight 
allocation error. In Equation (6), it is clear that the 
pointing error variances of endpoints θI and θII can be 
expressed in terms of σVPG

2; thus, σe
2 can be written as 

Equation (8). 

σ2
e θnormð Þ ¼ 1 � θnormð Þ

2σ2
VPG þ θnorm

2σ2
VPG

þ 2c � 1 � θnormð Þθnormσ2
VPG

¼ ½1 � ð2θnorm � 2θnorm
2Þð1 � cÞ� � σ2

VPG

(8) 

where c is the correlation coefficient of two endpoints, 
which can be simplified to the expectation of the scalar 
product of the angular deviation vectors, as shown in 
Equation (9). 

c ¼ E ~θI �~θII

� �
� E ~θI

� �
� E ~θII

� �
¼ E Δ~θI �~θI

� �
% (9) 

As a function of the interpolation segment length, end-
point correlation coefficient can firstly provide 
a significant reference for the selection of θstep [18] and 
secondly play an auxiliary role in the estimation of end-
point introduced error. On the 2D scanning plane, the 
expectations of error variance at each steering points 

Figure 2. (Colour online) Comparison diagram of regression 
analysis surface and simulated scatter points of σVPG.
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have been worked out according to Equation (8), as 
shown in Figure 4(a). The overall endpoint introduced 
error is the average value within the whole scanning 
range, which is also proved to be the average value 
within an arbitrary 1D interpolation segment length, 
as shown in Figure 4(b).

Therefore, the magnitude of the overall endpoint 
introduced error is shown in Equation (10). 

σ2
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1
πθ2
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ð2π

0

ðθmax

0
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e mod θ; θstep
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θdθdφ

¼
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0
1 � ð2θnorm � 2θ2
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σ2
VPGdθnorm ¼

1
3
ðcþ 2Þσ2

VPG

(10) 

The symmetry of the error proportion parabola in 
Figure 4(b) makes the two-dimensional integral in 
Equation (10) greatly simplified, which also means that 
the conclusion in Equation (10) is compatible with both 
1D and 2D applications. Furthermore, Equation (10) 
indicates that the endpoint introduced error of SRSAC 
is always smaller than that of VPG, whose physical 

essence is the neutralisation effect of the endpoint devia-
tion vectors during the interpolated point generation 
process. Finally, the overall pointing accuracy of 
SRSAC can surpass that of VPG because the error sup-
pression effect of the interpolation process is more 
dominant than the precision deterioration caused by 
the weight allocation misalignment.

Combined with the above two error sources, the 
overall pointing error of SRSAC can be expressed by 
Equation (3) 

σ2
SRSAC ¼ σ2

w þ σ2
e ¼ 1:2% � θstep

� �2
þ

1
3

cþ 2ð Þσ2
VPG

(11) 

In the best case where the weight allocation error is 
ignored, the error variance of SRSAC may be reduced to 
0.6 times of the classical VPG algorithm if the interpola-
tion segment length is chosen appropriately to make the 
endpoint correlation coefficient reach −0.2. In fact, due to 
the inevitability of the associated weight allocation error 
with SRSAC, the error variance of SRSAC is almost 

Figure 3. (Colour online) Schematic diagram of random scanning segments used to test the standard deviation of θnorm.

Figure 4. (Colour online) Schematic diagram of the endpoint introduced error. (a) 2D global distribution. (b) 1D distribution in an 
interpolation segment.
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impossible to be suppressed as significantly as that in the 
ideal case or even worse than that of VPG under some 
extreme parametric conditions. In that sense, it is neces-
sary to further reduce the proportional coefficient 
between the endpoint introduced error and σVPG

2 to 
improve the overall level of SRSAC pointing accuracy.

2.3. The precision improvement due to precision 
defect elimination

The interpolation segment length is always set as 
a constant in the standard SRSAC algorithm and the 
endpoint steering angles in the interpolation process are 
distributed equidistantly along the radial direction, 
regardless of whether the pointing accuracy of their 
positions is affected by error peaks. Since the position 
and width of the error peaks generated by VPG have 
been clarified, targeted adjustments to the positions of 
interpolation endpoints falling into error peaks can be 
meticulously made [18]. This endpoint adjustment pro-
cess is unquestionable for the removal of error peaks, as 
shown in Figure 5, but the magnitude of the overall 
accuracy improvement needs to be analysed in depth.

The essence of the local precision defect elimination 
method to suppress the global error is to refine the set of 
alternative interpolation endpoints. New available inter-
polation endpoints will have a significant reduced point-
ing error variance after the local defect points are 

eliminated, even if the number of removal points is 
only d/Rχ100% of the total. The sets of endpoints before 
and after error peak elimination are shown in Figure 6, 
in which the highest order of the eliminated error peak 
defaults to 4.

If the ratio of error standard deviation before and 
after error peak elimination is used to describe the 
performance improvement of global accuracy, this 
ratio will obviously not be affected by the proportional 
scaling of the initial error peak distribution structure in 
Figure 6(a), which is determined by the step height of 
the light delay λ/NG. Furthermore, the pixel pitch 
d determines the distribution density of error peaks 
and the beam half-aperture R determines the height 
and width of error peaks. Under the default condition 
that d ≪ R, both of them have no obvious influence on 
the pointing accuracy improvement caused by the end-
point set refinement, as shown in Figure 7.

Therefore, the contribution of error peak elimination 
to the pointing accuracy improvement can be regarded 
as multiplying the original error standard deviation by 
a constant factor less than 1. Taking the most commonly 
used error peak elimination method as an example, in 
which the highest order of removed error peaks is order 
4, the ratio of RMS of the pointing error before and after 
removing error peaks is about 0.48, with a deviation of 
less than 5%. Finally, Equation (11) can be further 
optimised, as shown in Equation (12). 

Figure 5. (Colour online) Comparison diagram of overall 1D accuracy before and after error peak elimination. (a) Before elimination. (b) 
After elimination.

Figure 6. (Colour online) Error distribution of alternative interpolation endpoints before and after error peak elimination. (a) Before 
elimination. (b) After elimination.
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σ2
SRSAC ¼ σ2

w þ σ2
e

¼ 1:2% � θstep
� �2

þ
1
3

cþ 2ð Þ 0:48 � σVPGð Þ
2 (12) 

For Equation (12), the weight allocation error repre-
sented by the former term is already the conclusion of 
induction type, so the simulation verification of 
Equation (12) is mainly to verify the accuracy of its 
latter item, that is, the endpoint introduced error, 
which is a rule predicted by deductive logic. According 
to Equation (5), the system structure parameters were 
set carefully to compare the RMS of pointing error 
generated by VPG and the SRSAC algorithm with pre-
cision defect elimination method, as shown in Figure 8.

In Figure 8, the correlation coefficient between end-
points defaults to 0 and the interpolated segment length 

defaults to 10μrad. If the intersection point of the 
straight line with the same error RMS and the error 
relation curve is defined as cut-off point, the error 
region that needs to be verified is the region after the 
cut-off point, that is, the valid region. It can be intui-
tively seen that the simulated sampling points fluctuate 
up and down slightly around the theoretical prediction 
curve in the valid region, which proves the reliability of 
Equation (12). On this basis, it can be inferred that 
SRSAC algorithm has a particularly obvious improve-
ment for those modulators whose hardware parameters 
are not very excellent and the pointing accuracy of 
traditional VPG algorithm is unsatisfactory.

3. Conclusion

In the non-mechanical beam steering control technol-
ogy, a new phase generation algorithm called SRSAC 
based on the liquid crystal spatial light modulator has 
been established, which effectively improve the global 
pointing accuracy of the scanning system. In this paper, 
we first propose the theoretical framework of the algo-
rithm, two kinds of error sources that constitute the 
SRSAC pointing error, namely weight allocation error 
and endpoint introduced error, were analysed by induc-
tion and deduction, respectively. On this basis, the glo-
bal error suppression effect of the precision defect 
elimination method was reasonably simplified and 
a relatively sophisticated mathematical model for pre-
dicting the performance of SRSAC pointing accuracy 
was obtained. Finally, the reliability of the error predic-
tion formula was verified again through the simulation 
experiment, which provided a convenient and persua-
sive theoretical analysis approach for the extensive 
application of SRSAC.
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